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Legal Issues 

1. Did West Group engage in sexual orientation discrimination when it imposed 

restrictions on Goins use of bathroom facilities in the work place because it believed Goins has 

male genitalia though it knew she projects a self image and identity of a female? 

The Court of Appeals correctly held that West denied Goins use of the women's bathroom in 

disregard of her undisputed female self-image and that the MHRA protects employees from 

discrimination on the basis of actual or perceived inconsistencies between anatomy and self

image. Accordingly, West discriminated on the basis of Goins sexual orientation when it denied 

her access to the women's bathroom. 

2. Is West's policy of denying Goins use of the women's bathroom because of her actual 

or perceived sexual orientation direct evidence of sexual orientation discrimination and, is West's 

assertion that it discriminated on the basis of Goins sex a legitimate reason for discrimination? 

The Court of Appeals correctly held that Goins made a prima facie case of direct 

discrimination under the MHRA by showing that she was denied the use of a workplace facility 

based on the inconsistency between her self-image and her anatomy. The Court also held that 

even if the public accommodation exception for segregation of bathrooms by sex applied in the 

workplace, West discriminated on the basis of Goins sexual orientation - not her sex and 

therefore West has not presented a legitimate defense to Go ins prima facie case. 

3. IfGoins were required to establish her prima facie case of sexual orientation 

discrimination by indirect evidence, was it adverse action when West singled Goins out and 

applied a policy or directive on bathroom use and threatened disciplinary action (including 

termination) for disregard of that policy or directive? 



The Court of Appeals correctly found that Goins did not have to establish adverse action 

since Goins had made her case on direct evidence. 

4. Did West permit an environment that was hostile to Goins because of her sexual 

orientation when it had actual or constructive knowledge of the hostile work environment and 

failed to take timely and appropriate action to remedy the hostility? 

The Court of Appeals correctly held that there is evidence in the record that West knew 

that Goins considered the environment hostile, that Goins was outspoken in her complaints 

about the bathroom policy, that employees discussed Goins biological identity and monitored 

her bathroom use, that Goins was victim to stares and glares and that West threatened Goins 

with discipline if she continued to use the women's bathroom. As such, the Court held there to 

be at least a genuine issue of fact as to whether West had actual or constructive knowledge of a 

hostile work environment. 

4. Should a transgender person who alleges sexual orientation discrimination in the 

workplace be compelled to answer discovery regarding her genitals and medical history? 

The Court of Appeals correctly held that the requested discovery is not relevant because 

such information has no possible bearing on the determination of this action since the MHRA 

does not place a burden on employees to prove consistency between self-image and anatomy but 

rather protects employees from discrimination based on the inconsistency. 

Statement of the Case 

Goins brought her claims against her forn:ter employer West Group under Section 363.03 

subd. 1 (2) of the Minnesota Human Rights Act (MHRA). Goins identifies as "transidentified" 

and although she was designated by an obstetrician as ''male'' at birth, she projects a female self-
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image and self-identity. There is no dispute that Goins projects a female self-image and self

identity. In her Complaint, Goins alleged unfair discriminatory treatment on the basis of her 

sexual orientation or perceived sexual orientation because West imposed upon her a directive 

limiting her access to bathroom facilities in the work place because, despite her undisputed 

projection to others that she is female, they perceived her to be biologically male. Goins alleged 

further that as a result of West's discriminatory actions and the actions of co-workers, Goins was 

made to work in an environment that was hostile to her because of her sexual orientation or 

perceived sexual orientation and that West had actual knowledge of the hostile environment and 

failed to take timely and appropriate action in response to Goins complaints. 

West brought a motion to compel answers to deposition questions including questions 

regarding Goins genitalia and medical history as it relates to her transgender status. A21-22. The 

trial court granted West's motion to compel and Goins provided answers to the questions in 

deposition testimony and through the provision of medical record authorizations. West later 

brought a motion for summary judgment on Go ins , claim of sexual orientation discrimination. 

West did not specifically move for summary judgment on the claim of hostile environment sexual 

orientation discrimination but argued for dismissal in its reply memorandum. The district court 

granted summary judgment on both of Goins claims. The district court held that Goins had not 

established her prima facie case of sexual orientation discrimination by indirect evidence because 

she could not prove the second element of the McDonnell Douglas formula: that she was 

qualified to use the women 's bathroom. The district court held that Goins anatomy is male since 

she was determined to be male at birth and that her self-image is not relevant to the issue of 

bathroom use. The district court held further that since Goins is biologically male she has no right 
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to be treated as female for purposes of bathroom use (despite her undisputed projection ofa 

female self-image and identity) and therefore no adverse action was taken by West. In addition, 

the district court held that since West had a legitimate basis for its discriminatory policy, sex, the 

environment was not hostile to Goins and her hostile environment claim was also dismissed. The 

district court considered only the evidence relating to the discriminatory policy in its discussion of 

Goins hostile environment claim. 

The Court of Appeals reversed the district court on both claims and held that restricting 

access to bathrooms on the basis of the actual or perceived inconsistency between anatomy and 

self-image is direct evidence of sexual orientation discrimination. The Court of Appeals rejected 

West's argument and the district court's reasoning that West legitimately discriminated on the 

basis of sex in this simple case of sexual orientation discrimination. The Court of Appeals also 

correctly found that the district court did not consider all of the evidence of hostile work 

environment and that questions of material facts remain as to the hostile work environment. In 

addition, the Court of Appeals correctly held that evidence of Go ins anatomy is not relevant to 

her claims of sexual orientation discrimination in the workplace or to any legitimate defense of 

West. 

Summary of the Facts 

Goins presents her own version of the facts of this case as West has not presented a full 

and complete recitation of the relevant facts. Goins presents the facts here as she did before the 

Court of Appeals. Citations to the record are to Appellant Goins appendix to her brief on appeal. 

Goins worked for West Group for five months in Rochester, New York and her 

"biological status" was not questioned. A93. During the summer of 1997, Goins accepted a 
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transfer to West's Eagan, Minnesota facility. A91. She began working at West in Eagan on 

October 6, 1997 after visiting the Eagan facility four times before her actual transfer. A85, 92. 

The director of the department in which Goins would work, Jim Joseph, met her prior to 

her starting work in Eagan. Joseph viewed Goins as a woman. A45. Just after Goins' June 1997 

visit to Eagan, Joseph's assistant, Sara, told him that people in the department were talking about 

Goins and questioning her gender. A46. Joseph told Sara that the goal was to make Goins feel 

comfortable. Id.,. He thought that what Sara had reported to him was "a little thing" and that ifhe 

'just stopped it here, maybe it would go away." A47. 

Also prior to Goins' transfer, personnel director, Laurie Carlson, told Lewis Freeman, 

Director of Human Resources, that West could "conceivably have an issue with a transgender 

person" and there could be a question about her "bathroom usage." A59-60. Freeman proceeded 

to educate himself on what he viewed as an "abstract legal question." A60-61. Freeman did not 

know Goins, had heard nothing about her, was not interested in hearing about her and was only 

interested in answering the legal question regarding which bathroom a transgendered person 

should use. hi. He assumed, based upon his "sense upon life experience" that they were talking 

about a biological male that was dressing as a female who wanted to use the women's bathroom. 

hi. Freeman understood, however, that a person might identify as transgender whether or not 

they were seeking sex reassignment surgery. hi. Despite this knowledge, Freeman consulted with 

legal counsel and was advised that the law did not require West to allow someone to use the 

bathroom of the opposite sex, but could require the person to use the bathroom of the "present 

biological status of that person." Id.. No advice was given as to how West was to make a 

determination as to an employee's "present biological status. "hi. Based upon his assumptions, 
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the advice he had received and upon his own research, Freeman had formulated a position on the 

issue at hand before Goins began working in Eagan. A62. 

In early October, Joseph learned that a small group of women (3-5) had talked with 

Freeman about which bathroom Goins would use upon her arrival in Eagan. A48. According to 

Freeman, the women were uncomfortable with Goins using the women's bathroom because they 

believed she was a man. Freeman believes the women said that Goins and had talked openly 

about being male to female transgender. W 9, 10 .. There is no testimony in the record from the 

"concerned women." 

West scheduled a meeting to take place between Freeman, Goins and Joseph for October 

6, 1997, Goins first day of work in Eagan. Prior to that meeting, Freeman conveyed to Joseph 

that he had made a decision to forbid Goins access to the women and men's bathrooms. A49. 

On the morning of October 6, 1997, within an hour of her arrival, Joseph advised Goins of 

the meeting with Freeman to discuss which bathroom she should use. He explained to her that 

some people had raised a concern about it but that he didn't have an opinion on the issue. A33. 

Goins told Joseph that she was not pleased with having to discuss the matter and Joseph felt 

sympathetic to her because he felt it was not something a person should ever have to discuss at 

work. A50. 

During the meeting Freeman instructed Goins that she had two options as to which 

bathroom she could use, either the unisex bathroom on a different floor and in a different building 

from Goins work station or the "single-use" bathroom in the lobby on a different floor. A23, 24, 

50,51,64,95. The unisex bathroom was a five minute walk from Goins' work station, the single

use bathroom was in a high traffic, public use area and was not well maintained and was not an 
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option for use. A95-96. 

Freeman and Joseph knew that Goins is transgender and identifies as female and is legally 

female. Freeman alleges that he assumed she was biologically male because she made references 

to the term "pre-op" as she explained the process of transition for a transgendered person. A52, 

64,68. Joseph however, has no recollection of Go ins using such terminology. A52. Goins did 

not tell Freeman, Joseph or anyone at West that she was ''pre-op.'' A76-77. Further, Goins did 

not tell anyone at West that she was a man and told Freeman that she felt that what was "between 

her legs was not anyone's business." A25,75-77. Freeman did not, at any time, ask Goins any 

questions about her biological status. A23-29, 68. He did not tell Goins that she could not use 

the women's bathroom because he believed she is a man and did not tell her she needed to use the 

men's bathroom. Id. 

During that meeting and several times thereafter, Goins reported to Freeman and Joseph 

that the directive forbidding her to use the bathrooms was a violation of West's nondiscrimination 

policy of her rights under Minnesota law. A23-29,51. She attempted to provide Freeman with 

education regarding transgender individuals and she suggested that perhaps he and her co

workers were operating out of fear or ignorance and that all would benefit from professional 

training or training conducted by her relative to transgendered persons in the work place. A24, 

25, 65-66. Though Freeman was responsible for prompting training relative to personnel matters 

and had arranged training responsive to similar situations, Freeman viewed Goins situation as one 

where there was a matter of , 'feelings" and no amount of education could change the way a 

person "feels." A65-66. 

Freeman ended the meeting by telling Goins that he would review what they had discussed 
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with others and get back to her with a "more definite answer" but he doubted the directive would 

change. A25. Freeman, however, decided that he had learned nothing during the meeting and 

within an hour he informed Tom Moran, Head of Personnel for Operations, Joseph and Goins that 

his directive was final, she was not to use the women's or men's bathrooms and could only use 

the designated unisex bathroom. A30-32, 53. Goins responded to Freeman via e-mail again 

asserting that her rights were violated by the directive and suggesting alternatives. Freeman 

responded to Goins by restating the directive and by quoting Justice Holmes and Justice Fortas 

about rights not being absolute. A30-32. Goins again e-mailed Freeman, again asserting her 

rights had been violated, citing state law and the West policy on discrimination and harassment. 

Id. She heard no more from Freeman for over one month. A26. 

During the next several weeks Goins limited her food and drink intake during the day so 

as to avoid having to use the bathroom facilities and another confrontation with Freeman. A29, 

82. 

Soon after the meeting, Goins reported to her immediate supervisor, John Elstad that she 

did not feel welcome in the work environment, she reported being stared and glared at by co

workers, she felt like she was being scrutinized and that her privacy had been taken away from 

her. EIstad acknowledged Goins' concerns by nodding his head and said, "I understand you've 

got some rights and concerns that you need to manage on your own. But, you know, let's try to 

focus on getting the work done." A29,82. 

Goins felt harassed, intimidated, threatened, demeaned and that her privacy was 

compromised by the imposition of the policy that was based on her sexual orientation. A23-29, 

80,82. Because of the disparate treatment she was receiving and the high level of scrutiny in the 
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work place, she felt her credibility and value were diminished and that she was no longer taken 

seriously or trusted in the work place. A99-100. Goins later learned that her co-workers had 

been discussing her being transgendered and had known prior to her arrival in Eagan that a 

meeting would take place to discuss her use ofthe bathroom. A77-78. Her co-workers were 

asking her questions about her being transgendered. ld... 

In about early November 1997, one employee allegedly told Freeman that Goins had been 

using the women's bathroom. Though Freeman directed Moran, Joseph and another employee to 

look into the matter and enforce the policy of the company, Joseph did not feel comfortable 

handling it. A34. 

Freeman told Joseph and Moran that since they were not going to take corrective action 

to enforce the directive, he would do so. A54. Freeman called Goins in for a meeting on 

November 19, 1997 and again threatened her with disciplinary action if she used the women' s 

bathroom again. A55 

No one else in the company was forbidden from using any bathroom. A56. At the time he 

was making the policy restricting Goins bathroom use because she is transgender, Freeman knew 

that a person who is transgendered and has not had surgical change in genitalia could use a 

bathroom that does not comply with their biological status so long as that person appears to be of 

the gender compliant with the designated gender of the bathroom. A68. 

Goins ceased eating and drinking during her work day so as to avoid having to use the 

bathroom, to avoid a confrontation with Freeman and in an act of defiance because she was 

treated differently then others and informed Elstad of the same. A29, 83, 97-98. She again 

suggested to him that training would benefit all parties. Elstad responded only by stating that 
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training, in general, was beneficial. A29. 

On December 3, 1997, Goins contacted Tami Becker of West's Human Resource 

Department in Rochester. Goins reported to Becker that she felt discriminated against and 

harassed by a "high ranking" human resource employee. She expressed her discomfort with 

following the West Group policy on harassment since it required her to report to the very people 

that were harassing and discriminating against her. She expressed her desire to exercise her 

options for resolution to the matter within the company and said that she felt her job security was 

threatened. A33,37. Becker responded by suggesting that she would advise her manager, Joe 

Hicks, manager of personnel for Rochester of Go ins complaint. A39-40. 

Becker advised Hicks of Goins complaint then requested more information from Goins. 

Goins forwarded her a narrative ofthe events that had transpired over the last several weeks (The 

''Narrative'' referenced is A23-29) A39-40. On December 12, 1997, Becker informed Goins that 

Hicks had met with Moran and that if Goins wanted to pursue the matter further she needed to 

speak with Moran directly, one of the managers she claimed participated in the perpetuation of 

the discriminatory conduct. Id. 

Goins was left feeling like she had no option. Despite the fact that she had gone outside 

of the Eagan Human Resource Department to seek assistance with her complaint of discrimination 

and harassment perpetrated and perpetuated by that department, she was ultimately referred back 

to the offenders. A35-41. Goins began seeking new employment during December 1997 

because her safety, sense of comfortabililty and feeling welcome in the work place had been 

severely compromised by the discrimination and harassment. She felt all eyes were upon her and 

each time she had to use the bathroom she was reminded that West did not trust her and 
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management and co-workers were scrutinizing her identity. She feared that she would have to 

deal with Freeman again in the future and find out just what he meant by "corrective action." 

A84. 

On January 12, 1997, Goins tendered a letter of resignation citing the discrimination and 

harassment she had suffered and the lack of appropriate management of the situation as her reason 

for resignation. A42-43. Goins sacrificed a promotion and a raise of$4,000.00 that had been 

offered to her on the day of her resignation so that she could pursue her career in an environment 

in which she was not discriminated against and harassed on the basis of her very identity. A42-43, 

58. 

At the time of Go ins' birth the obstetrician "assigned" her with a penis, however, as she 

grew into adulthood she realized that her genitalia did not sexually function in the manner a man's 

penis functions, did not appear as a man's penis and was different in size. A79. Goins describes 

her own genitalia as a proto-vulva and a large clitoris. A72. When asked her "biological sex," 

Goins explains that there are several criteria to address when answering the question of biological 

sex. A72. She explains that her brain sex is and always has been, f('male. She is psychologically 

and socially female in that she reacts and has reacted to situations all her life as female and is 

generally regarded as female. She is not certain about her chromosomal make up. A 72. As late 

as May 1995, Goins understood, based upon what society had told her, that she was male. Goins 

however, presented herselfas and was perceived by others as androgynous for years prior to 

1995. A73, 76, 89-90. 

Goins began taking female hormones in 1994 and has taken them consistently since that 

time. A75. She began working as a female and presenting as female to everyone during the 
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summer of 1995. Prior to that time, her friends and colleagues knew she was female. A87-88. 

Goins legally changed her name and gender in October 1995. RI-3. She identifies as transgender 

or trans-identified, not as pre-operative. A93-94. 

Goins explains that a variety of surgical procedures are available to correct gender 

inconsistencies because different people have different needs. The tenn ''pre-op'' may be used to 

describe a person who is at one or more of various stages of gender reassignment or who has 

undergone various forms of surgery. For example, the tenn "pre-op" would be used to refer to a 

transgendered person who had breast implants or other non-genitalia-related surgeries or to 

intennediary steps in genital surgery. A74. Goins has not had genital surgery and is not certain 

that she ever will have such surgery. A73. 

Argument 

I. Standard of Review 

There are two questions that this Court must examine in this appeal from summary 

judgment, whether there are any genuine issues of material fact and whether the lower courts 

erred in their application of the law. Cummin~s v. Koehnen, 568 N.W. 2-d 418 (Minn. 1997). 

The role of the court is not to weigh the evidence but to determine whether, as a matter oflaw, a 

genuine factual conflict exists. A~or Leasin~ v. Farrow, 826 F.2d 732, 733 (8th Cir. 1987). 

The Court must ''view the evidence in the light most favorable to the party against whom 

judgment was granted. Fabio v. Bellomo, 504 N.W. 2d 2, 4 (Minn. 1990). 

This Court applies a de novo standard of review when the facts of a case are not in dispute 

and determines if the lower courts erred in the application of law to the case. Dean v. American 

Family Mut. Ins. Co., 535 N. W. 2d 342, 343 (Minn. 1995). The construction of a statute is a 
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question of law and is fully reviewable by this Court. Curnminli:s at 421. 

II. The Court of Appeals Correctly Held That Goins Demonstrated Direct Evidence Of 

Sexual Orientation Discrimination 

Goins brought her claims under the employment section of the MHRA, which prohibits 

discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or perceived sexual orientation in the terms, 

conditions, facilities, and privileges of employment. Minn. Stat. Section 363.03, subd. I (2). 

Pursuant to the definition of sexual orientation under the MHRA, employers may not discriminate 

because a person has or is perceived as having a self-image or identity not traditionally associated 

with that person's biological maleness or femaleness. Minn. Stat. Section 363.01 Subd.45. The 

Court of Appeals simply stated that the statute prohibits discrimination on the basis of the 

inconsistency between anatomy and self-image. W 19. It is undisputed that Goins self-image and 

identity is female. It is undisputed that West instituted a directive that applied to Goins because it 

believed her to be biologically male. Accordingly, the Court of Appeals correctly held that Goins 

had, by direct evidence, established her prima facie case for sexual orientation discrimination. 

A prima facie case of discrimination under the MHRA may be established by dire::t 

evidence or by indirect evidence. LaMott v. Apple Valley Health Care Center, 465 N.W.2d 585, 

588-89 (Minn. Ct. App. 1991). Direct evidence is "evidence that, ifbelieved, proves the existence 

of the fact in issue without the use of inference or presumption." Jordan v. Jostens. Inc., 1998 

WL 901769 (Minn. Ct. App. 1998) (citing) Merritt v. Dillard Paper Co, 120 F.3d 1181, 1189 

(llthCir. 1997). The evidence may be a stateme.nt overtly referring to a protected class, a 

statement reflecting illegal bias with regard to the employment decision at issue or it may be in the 

form ofa facially discriminatory policy. Sili:urdson v. lsanti County, 386 N.W.2d 715, 720 (Minn. 
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1986) and Lamott v. AWle valley Health Care Center, 465 N.W. 2d 585,589 (Minn. Ct. App. 

1991). 

In this case, because West believed Goins to be male, despite her consistent projection ofa 

female self-image, it devised a policy or directive applicable only to Goins. The directive subject 

to disciplinary action ifviolated required Goins to cease and desist her use of all women's 

bathroom facilities and restricted her use of all such facilities to one bathroom in another building. 

Despite West's persistence in asserting that it made its decision based on Goins "biological sex," 

as discussed below, there is no evidence in the record to support that assertion. The simple, 

undisputed facts show that the policy is facially discriminatory and no presumption or inference is 

necessary to reach this conclusion. Moreover, Freeman admits that he knew that a person who is 

transgender could use the bathroom designated for the gender with which they identify so long as 

the person appeared to be of the gender compliant with the bathroom designation. He thought 

that any concern anyone had was based in ''feeling'' and that could not be changed. Clearly, 

Freeman's statement and rationale for his decision make overt reference to the protected class and 

reflect illegal bias. 

The policy West applied to Goins is much like the policy the Court of Appeals found to be 

facially discriminatory in LaMott. In that case, the court held that a policy requiring employees to 

not return to work until they were free of any physical restrictions demonstrated a clear intent to 

exclude disabled persons from the workplace. LaM ott at 589. In this case, West's policy 

demonstrates a clear intent to exclude Goins, and perhaps others who have or are perceived to 

have anatomy inconsistent with self-image, from all but one or two bathrooms in the workplace. 

This is direct evidence of sexual orientation discrimination. 
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West argues that "the only evidence in this case is that West instructed Goins not to use 

the women' s restroom ~ Qll Goins' biolo~ical~, which did not correspond to that particular 

restroom designation." App. Brief at 14. No matter how many times West says this, it is not and 

could not be true. The assertion that West made its decisions based on Goins biological sex is 

now and always has been a feeble attempt to make a legal argument. Nothing in the record 

supports the assertion as fact. West is without question making disingenuous representations to 

the Court when it makes this statement as though it were a fact presented by the record. 

The undisputed evidence in this case is that Goins projects a self-image and identity that is 

female. West knew that Goins is legally female, she presents as female, has a female name and 

they referred to her as female. They hired her as and West employees regarded her as female 

. prior to and during her transition to Eagan. It is undisputed that Freeman made a decision 

limiting the privileges and conditions of Goins employment based on his "sense of life 

experiences", on how he thought Goins looked and upon what he surmised from the alleged 

comments of others. Freeman did not ask Goins about her "biological status" and did not tell her 

she could not use the women's bathroom because she is a man and did not tell her that anyone at 

West had reported to him that she had told them she was a man. Instead, Freeman talked with 

Goins about her being transgendered and what it meant to be transgendered. Freeman even knew 

that a person who is transgendered and has not had surgical change in genitalia could use a 

bathroom that 'does not comply with their biological status so long as that person appears to be of 

the gender compliant with the designated gende~ of the bathroom. 

West attempts to support its assertion that it made decisions on the basis of Go ins' 

"biological sex," by stating that "several employees informed West that Goins was a biological 
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male." App. Brief at 14. First, only 3 or 4 women expressed concern about which bathroom 

Goins would use. Second, there is no testimony in the record from these alleged "concerned 

women." Third, Freeman's testimony about what the women said is inconsistent and unclear. 

West did not seek counsel or research what it should do when a man is using the women's 

bathroom - it didn't even seek counsel or research the notion ofa "man dressing as a woman" - it 

sought counsel as to what it should do with regard to a transgender person using facilities. 

Throughout its brief in this appeal and throughout all of it briefs, petitions and memoranda 

to the courts in this case and in its Answer to the Complaint, West repeatedly states that West's 

actions were motivated at all times by its ~ as to Goins' biological sex. See, e.g. App. Brief at 

22. This language does accurately reflect the record in this case. Since West does not dispute 

Goins projection of a female self-image or that it believed her to be biologically male and made its 

decisions on that basis, it has repeatedly admitted to discriminatory intent and a violation of Goins 

rights under the MHRA. 

Ifthe law permitted an employer to discriminate on the basis of what it thinks an 

employees biological status to be without regard to self-image/identity - based on what it surmises 

from appearance and the comments of others - there would be a question of fact as to the 

whether Goins told her co-workers, or Freeman for that matter, that she is biologically male. 

Goins' testimony is that she did not and would not tell anyone that she is biologically male. In 

fact Goins told Freeman that "what is between her legs is nobody's business." The MHRA 

however, does not require employees to reconcile or "correct" an employer who believes that her 

anatomy and self-image are not or may not be consistent. Under Minnesota law, as the Court of 

Appeals held, the employer is prohibited from discriminating on this very basis. 
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West's current theory is contradictory to ill-fated advice of its own legal counsel. West 

was advised that it could instruct an employee to use a bathroom designated as that employee's 

"present biological status." Freeman did not have that information and did not seek that 

information. In fact, he was not interested in such information. He was only interested in the 

"abstract legal question" about which bathroom a transgendered person should use. Of course, 

West's legal counsel did not provide any guidance as to how it was supposed to make a 

determination regarding "present biological status." Either West's legal counsel knew that it 

would be absurd to require an employee to prove her biological status or it too presumed that 

Goins was biologically male despite her projection of a female self-image. Freeman made his 

decision based upon what he did know, that is, Goins is a person who he thought projects a self 

image that is not traditionally associated with what he thought her biological status to be. It was 

on that basis the directive was implemented and enforced. As such, Freeman's decision to restrict 

access to the women's bathrooms was clearly impermissibly based on Goins sexual orientation. 

Accordingly, Goins has established, by direct evidence that the directive applied to her and 

only to her, because of her sexual orientation. There is no need to consider evidence of indirect 

discrimination. State by Cooper v. Hennepin County, 441 N.W.2d 106 (Minn. 1989). The 

district court improperly granted summary judgment on Goins claim of sexual orientation 

discrimination. The decision of the Court of Appeals must be affirmed. 

a. Trial Court Erred in Determining Goins Had to Establish Prima Facie 
Case by Indirect Evidence - If Required to do so, Goins Can Establish 
Her Case By Indirect Evidence 

The Court of Appeals did not require Goins to establish her prima facie case by indirect 

evidence since it properly found that Goins had made her case by direct evidence. The trial court 
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found and West argues that Goins should be made to prove her case by indirect evidence or 

through the application of the McDonnell Dou~las burden-shifting analysis. The burden-shifting 

analysis is only used with respect to a claim under the MHRA when there is no direct evidence of 

discrimination. Fahey v. Avnet. Inc., 525 N.W. 2d 568, review denied, (Minn. Ct. App. 1994). 

The district court erred in it's application of the law when it detennined that Goins had to 

establish her prima facie case for discrimination under the MHRA by indirect evidence and 

therefore had to show: 

a. That she is a member of a protected class; 

b. That m lDH qualified m ~ ~ woman's bathroom; and 

c. That adverse employment action was taken against her based on her status as a 

member of the protected class. 

A4 (emphasis added). 

The district court found that employees must fit into categories of male or female for 

purposes of bathroom use. An employee is qualified to use the women's bathroom when she 

proves to the employer or to the court that she is "biologically female." West does not address 

this second element. Perhaps West know that such an analysis is directly and overtly contrary to 

Minnesota law. In fact, West admits that Goins biological status is not material to this issues of 

this case. App. Brief at 21. This element begs the real question of the case. The MHRA says 

there shall be no discrimination on the basis of actual or perceived inconsistencies between 

anatomy and self-image. According to the distri~t court, anatomy as designated at birth is 

detenninate of ones sex. As the Court of Appeals correctly held, this theory is directly contrary 

to Minnesota law. If this were the law in Minnesota - not only would it cause absurd and 
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unmanageable situations for employers- there would, in this case, be a question of fact on the 

Issue. 

The sole function of the court at summary judgment is to determine whether fact issues 

exist, not make decisions as to factual issues. E.E &nk &,. Savin~s. F.A. v. Marshall ~ 

Systems. Inc., 466 N.W.2d 49 (Minn. Ct. App. 1991). The court must view the evidence in the 

light most favorable to the non-moving party, resolving all inferences in favor of the non-moving 

party. Enterprise Bank ~ Ma~na Bank, 92 F.3d 743 (8th Cir. 1996); Northland lm.. ili ~ 

Bennett, 533 N.W.2d 867 (Minn. Ct. App. 1995). 

If the Court must determine Goins biological sex and fit her into the category of male or 

female, it cannot do so. In its effort to make an impermissible finding offact as to Goins' 

biological sex, the district court ignores evidence and makes credibility determinations. 

The district court repeatedly referred to Goins as a pre-op transsexual who admits she was 

born a male, with male genitalia and had a circumcision but has not had sex reassignment surgery. 

According to the record in this case, more accurately, Goins was assigned with a penis at birth 

and was designated male on her birth certificate. AS she grew into adulthood, she realized her 

genitalia did not function, look or compare similarly in size to male genitalia. Goins is not certain 

that she will ever surgically change her genitalia and does not know her chromosomal make-up. 

When forced to describe her genitalia she consistently describes herself as having a proto-vulva 

and enlar~~d clitoris. She only understood herself to be male for the first several years of her life 

because that is what society told her she was - for all of her young adult and adult life, she has 

lived either andrGgynously and , since age 22, as a woman. Her brain, social, psychological and 

homornal sex is female. Gojns has even presented evidence that her legal sex, by Order of the 
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Texas court, is legally female. Despite the record, the district court finds, by way of same-sex 

marriage case law from around the world, that sex is determined by what a person is designated at 

birth. From there the district court decides that there is a tradition of segregating bathrooms by 

male and female and that bathroom use, like marriage, requires categorization by male and female. 

The district court decides further that Goins should have informed her employer of the state of her 

genitalia, accepted the accommodation it voluntarily made for her or fit into either the male or 

female category. Finally, making an impermissible finding offact, it determines that Goins does 

not fit into either category but is, as a matter of law, biologically male. 1 A 7,8,11. 

lt is ludicrous to expect that any individual must prove their "biological status" in order to 

be deemed qualified to use a bathroom. Even if Go ins were required to do so, it is clear that no 

matter what criteria were applied for determining her biological sex, questions of fact remain as to 

this issue. The only evidence in the record to dispute the evidence Goins presented on this issue 

is West's allegation that it was "informed" that Goins is biologically male. 

Minnesota Courts have required that employee make a showing that they were qualified 

for the job or some opportunity related to the essential functions of the job. See generally, 

Enowmbitan~ v. Sea~ate Tech. Inc., 148 F.3d 970 (8th Cirri. App. 1998); Heist v. Genuine Parts 

CQ.., 900 F. Supp. 1137 (D. Minn. 1995); Dietrich v. Canadian Pacific. Ltd., 536 N.W.2d 319 

(1995). An employee's ability to use the bathroom or any particular bathroom has no bearing on 

her ability to perform her job or any opportunity related to any imaginable essential function of 

any job. To argue otherwise is a ridiculous notion. There is no requirement stated in the MHRA 

nor has any case law ever interpreted the MHRA to require a showing of qualification for 

something outside functions of the job. There is no dispute that Goins was able to perform the 
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essential functions of her job. In fact, Goins was offered a raise in pay at the time her employment 

terminated. 

The Court of Appeals interpreted the MHRA correctly. The law does not require an 

employee to prove "biological status" for purposes of bathroom use - it allows individuals to use 

bathroom facilities that are compliant with their projected self-image and identity without regard 

to biological status. 

b. Even if Adverse Action Is An Element Goins Has to Establish for her 
Prima Facie Case - She Can Demonstrate Adverse Action 

West argues and the district court erroneously required that Goins must prove adverse 

action as the third element of a prima facie case even though the MHRA does not require a 

showing of adverse action to sustain a claim of discrimination. The MHRA requires the employee 

to show that a discriminatory act affected the terms, conditions, privileges or facilities of 

employment. Minn. Stat. Section 363.03 (2)(c). Requirements of proper prima facie case of 

employment discrimination vary from case-to-case and with each set of facts. Si~urdson v. Carl 

Bolander & Sons Co., 532 N.W. 2d 225 (Minn. 1995). The purpose is to determine whether a 

discriminatory motive for the actions taken may be inferred from all of the evidence presented to 

support the case. LeBlond v. Greenball Copr., 942 F. Supp. 1210 (D. Minn. 1996). The law 

requires the Court to consider the term, condition, privilege or facility of employment alleged to 

have been affected by the alleged discriminatory act. 

If Goins is required to show adverse action, this Court may look to the retaliation section 

of the MHRA for guidance in determining whether the discriminatory act in this case, imposing a 

directive restricting access to bathroom facilities based on actual or perceived inconsistencies 
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between anatomy and self-image/identity, affects a tenn, privilege, condition or facility of 

employment. 1 Under the reprisal section of the MHRA, a reprisal includes the departure from a 

customary employment practice. Minn. Stat. Section 363.03 Subd. 7 

Certainly, scrutinizing and making decisions about the genitalia of one employee to 

determine which bathroom facility she should use and then imposing a policy applicable to that 

one employee is a departure from customary employment practices. West admits that it only 

imposed such a practice on Goins. Other employees are only implicitly assigned to bathrooms and 

presumably, left to make their own choices without scrutiny. App. Brief at 17. Such practices 

and directives as those imposed on Goins no doubt affect the conditions of employment and alters 

access to the privileges and facilities of employment that are enjoyed by other employees who are 

perceived to have self-images consistent with their biological sex. 

The district court found that since Goins was not "qualified to use the women's 

bathroom," there was no adverse action. It held further that an employer acting to "accommodate 

a pre-op transsexual" by designating bathrooms is not unreasonable and not "sufficiently severe to 

affect the essential conditions (lI benefits of employment." All. 

Even if a showing of adverse action were necessary, Goins can establish that the 

conditions and privileges of her employment were adversely affected by the discriminatory 

conduct. West singled out Goins because she is transgender. She was directed to use only 

certain facilities and if she did not comply, corrective action would be taken against her. Goins 

1 Minnesota courts have consistently held that employees must show adverse action in establishing their 
case for reprisal under the MHRA and West cites cases of reprisal under the MHRA to support its argument that 
adverse action must be shown. 
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worked in fear of corrective action. Her continued employment was conditioned on or contingent 

upon her using only certain bathrooms of her employers choosing. 

Goins limited and then ceased her food and liquid intake while at work so as to avoid 

having to use the bathroom while at work and face another confrontation with Freeman. 

A directive such as this imposed on a person from any other protected group within a 

workplace would be labeled shocking segregation and a clear violation of the law and human 

dignity. If for instance, Goins had been singled out from the rest of her co-workers and directed 

to use only certain bathroom facilities because she was Asian and a few of her co-workers were 

uncomfortable with sharing facilities with her on that basis, there would be no question that the 

restriction affected a condition of her employment. 

Access to workplace facilities and amenities is a privilege of employment. Employers 

provide employees access to drinking fountains, lunchrooms, break rooms, elevators and 

bathrooms. Many employers provide employees access to vending machines, kitchen facilities, 

cafeterias or even day care and exercise facilities. Many of these amenities are available only to 

employees, not to the general public. Access to some such amenities is essential or required by 

state and federal regulations, others are benefits or bonuses associated with employment. 

Employers may not limit access to the same on illegal discriminatory basis. Goins was denied 

equal access to a privilege of employment because she is transgender. 

Another demonstration of the negative manner in which the conditions of Go ins 

employment were affected is that she was directed to use only one bathroom in the entire Eagan 

facility. Goins testified that the designated bathroom was a five-minute walk from her 

workstation. West says it was only a 2-3 minute walk and not enough ofan inconvenience to 
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raise to the level of adverse action. There is no dispute that the unisex bathroom is in a different 

building from where Goins worked. There is no dispute that the nearest bathroom to Goins' 

workstation was just 15 feet or a matter of a few seconds walk. 

If Goins is required to show adverse action and the fact of restricting access to bathrooms 

to just 1 or 2 in the massive West complex is not patently offensive on its own, there is a dispute 

of fact as to the distance and walking time from Goins workstation to the designated bathroom. 

Despite West's current attempts to downplay this fact, the district court acknowledged it as a 

significant fact dispute. A12. 

In any event, in the analysis of adverse action, it is the directive and threatened corrective 

action that constitutes the discriminatory act.. The distance to the designated bathroom is 

evidence of motive and effect of the discriminatory act. 

West asks this Court to consider the Minnesota Department of Human Rights decision in 

CDlzan ~ Special School District NQ..l,No. 31706 (Minn. Dept. of Human Rights, Sept. 8, 1999) 

(determination), R25-29, as "persuasive authority" for two propositions; 1) that an employer is 

not required to allow a transgendered employee to ".se the women's bathroom and; 2) that a 

further walk to the bathroom is not adverse employment action. App. Brief at 18-19. West is 

again stretching reality in attempt to make legal arguments. 

The Department's decision in Cnmm makes no mention of "adverse employment action." 

Cruzan's claim was a claim of sexual harassment. The Department found that absent a showing 

of conduct of a sexual nature, there was no sexual harassment. The Department goes on to say 

that if Cruzan is upset by the idea that she mayor may not encounter the transgender person in 

the bathroom, it would not be intimidating, hostile or offensive for her to avoid the chance 
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encounter by using another bathroom. Arguably, what the Department is implicitly saying in is 

that the transgender person has the right to be in the women" bathroom -if another employee has 

a problem with that - she can go somewhere else. 

The decision does mention that the employer in Cmzan allows the transgender employee 

to use the women's bathroom as an "accommodation" to her sexual orientation. Cmzan, 

paragraph 5. The rest of that paragraph seems to be addressing the notion of "accommodation" 

for sexual orientation, which does not exist. There is no elaboration and no specific reference to 

any section of the MHRA. The intent of the Department is unclear. 

In any event, Cmzan does not present persuasive authority for any issue of this case 

except to refute West's assertion that people sharing a bathroom with a transgender person would 

have claims of sexual harassment based solely on having to share. The Court of Appeals is correct 

in stating that the Department's decision in Cruzan stands for it's view that an employee who is 

not comfortable with the idea of the possibility of encountering a transgender person in the 

bathroom is not sexually harassed. 

The evidence viewed in the light most favorable to Goins Imd under the proper 

application of the MHRA shows that Goins established her prima facie case and should survive 

summary judgment. Accordingly, the district court erred in granting summary judgment and the 

Court of Appeals decision must be affirmed. 

c. West's Proffered Reason For Discrimination is Not Legitimate 

Under the McDonnell Dou~las test for indirect direct evidence the burden now shifts to 

West to articulate a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for its actions. 

West argues that it has the right to segregate bathrooms by sex because there is an 
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exemption for sex in the public accommodation section of the MHRA. It says it gave Goins 

directives threatening corrective action because it believed Goins to be biologically male and 

therefore the discrimination was legitimate. As discussed below, the exemption applies only in 

the public accommodation setting, not the employment setting. The MHRA prohibits 

discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in the employment setting. West clearly states 

that it made the directive applicable only to Goins because she was perceived to have a self-

image/identity inconsistent with her anatomy. As such, West has admitted illegal discrimination 

and has not articulated a nondiscriminatory reason for discrimination. 

The Court of Appeals correctly held that the public accommodation section does not apply 

in the employment setting and even if it did, the exception is for sex - not sexual orientation. 

W20. 

Contrary to West's assertion that the Court of Appeals failed to explain why its articulated 

reason did not present a nondiscriminatory defense, the court did so. First, the court dismisses the 

defense because West misapplies the law. Second, the court explicitly refers to the fact that Goins 

claims sexual orientation discrimination - not sex discrimination. The c')urt then implicitly 

references the clear language of the statute prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual 

orientation. Finally, the court dismisses West's argument and the district court's finding that 

Cmzan says that an employer is not obligated under the sexual orientation provision of the 

MHRA to allow a transgendered employee to use the bathroom compliant with her self-image. 

Whether "dictum or ruling," Cnmm does not say anything about the sexual orientation provisions 
- , 

of the MHRA - it addresses sexual harassment and seems to reference nonexistent 

accommodation based on sexual orientation. The Court of Appeals correctly held and explained 
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that, as a mater of law, West has not presented a nondiscriminatory reason for its actions. 

West argues that it is West's intent to discriminate on the basis of Go ins' sexual 

orientation that is material and since Goins does not dispute that West was informed that she is a 

biological male and Goins did not correct that information, West's motivation is not in question. 

West not only "begs the question," it presents nonsensical reasoning in yet another attempt to 

make this argument against facts that do not exist, are misrepresented and/or are ignored. 

Further, Goins has already established West's discriminatory intent by direct evidence and should 

not be required to do so again. The court is to apply the three step McDonnell Douglas analysis 

absent a showing of direct discrimination. £W v. Avnet. ~., 525 N. W. 2d 568, review 

denied, (Minn. Ct. App. 1994). 

If Go ins is required to further persuade the Court that she has been the victim of 

intentional discrimination by establishing by a preponderance of the evidence that West's 

articulated reason is not legitimate, she can do so. Hasnudeen Y.. Qrum ~., 552 N.W. 2d 555 

(Minn. 1996). 

On one hand, West says it discriminated on the basis of Go ins biological sex. O~ the other 

hand, it says Goins' biological sex is not material to the issue in this case. According to West, in 

either instance, because West believed Goins to be biologically male, it could only have intended 

to discriminate on the basis of biological sex. These arguments are confusing and follow no 

logical reasoning or interpretation of the law. West would have the court believe that just 

because it keeps saying that it discriminated on the basis of biological sex, it did so, despite the 

undisputed evidence and admissions in the record. West argues that its true intent is not in 

question since Goins does not dispute that West was informed that she is male and that she never 
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corrected the information. First, West never told Goins that she could not use the women's 

bathroom because she is male. Second, Goins has disputed that West was informed that she is 

male. She was not told that anyone said she said she was male and therefore would not have 

corrected the information. Goins testified that she didn't tell anyone any such thing. West only 

alleges that a few women said that Goins talked openly about being male. There is no direct 

testimony form these alleged "concerned women." West had every opportunity to present 

deposition testimony, affidavits or even unsworn statements from its own employee - it did not do 

so. 

West now finally admits that Goins' biological sex is not material to the case.2 The 

evidence that is material to this case is what West actually knew and believed at the time it made 

its decisions. Pursuant to the clear language of the MHRA, such evidence determines West's 

discriminatory intent. At the time the directives were given, West knew that Goins is legally 

female, presented as female, had a female name and they referred to her as female. They hired 

her as and West employees regarded her as female prior to and during her transition to Eagan. 

There is no dispute that Goins projects a female self-image. 

There is no dispute that Freeman surmised that Goins was biologically male based on his 

sense of life experiences, on how he thought she looked and upon what he surmised from the 

alleged comments of others. He did not ask her about her biological status and she did not tell. 

Freeman did not tell Goins that he was restricting her use of facilities because she was a man. 

They talked about her being transgendered and what it meant to be transgendered, she did not tell 

2 Since West now realizes that Goins biological sex is not relevant the material issues of this case, the Court of Appeals 
decision reversing the district court's Order for discovery on this issue must be affinned. 
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him she was pre-operative. 

If West's assertion that it made its decision based on what it believed Goins biological sex 

to be based on "information it received" could be a legitimate defense to sexual orientation 

discrimination, there are disputes as to several material facts that would preclude summary 

judgment. As noted above, the information upon which Freeman says he relied in making his 

determination about Goins' sex is disputed by Goins. 

It is undisputed however, that Goins projects a female self-image and that West imposed a 

directive restricting her access to bathrooms because it believed that her self-image and anatomy 

were inconsistent. All of the evidence taken together shows that West made its decisions without 

a legitimate basis. The MHRA specifically prohibits West's conduct and the Court of Appeals 

was correct in it finding that West had not presented a legitimate reason for discrimination. 

ID. The Court of Appeals Decision is Consistent With the Legislative Intent of the 
MHRA and There are no Internal Conflicts in the Law 

The court's role in interpreting legislative enactment is limited. The primary objective i<; 

to ascertain and effectuate the intention of the legislature. Renstrom Y... Independent Schoolllisl... 

NQ... ill, 390 N.W.2d 25 (Minn. 1986). The court may not ''read into the statute a provision the 

legislature purposefully omits or inadvertently overlooks." Metropol. Sports Com'n Y... Hennepin 

County, 561 N.W. 2d 513 (Minn. 1997); WaJJace Y... Commissioner clTaxation, 289 Minn. 220, 

230, 184 N.W.2d 588, ·594 (1971). In a recent analysis of the statutory scheme of the MHRA, 

this Court first looked to the plain language oftlle statute to ascertain and effectuate the intention 

of the ~egislature. Cummings v. Koehnen, 568 N.W. 2d 418 (Minn. 1997). 
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The plain language of the public accommodation section ofthe MHRA makes it clear that 

the exemption relating to sex for bathrooms, locker rooms and other similar places applies only in 

public accommodations. Minn. Stat. Section 363.02, Subd. 4. There is no such exemption in the 

employment section of the MHRA. Minn. Stat. Sections 363.02 and 363.03. Under the MHRA 

there are prohibitions from discrimination based on sexual orientation in the employment setting 

as well as in public accommodations. Id. Thus, from the plain language of the statute, it is clear 

that the MHRA prohibits discrimination in the employment setting based on sexual orientation 

without exemptions for bathrooms, locker rooms and other similar places. The specific 

exemption is based on sex in public accommodations. West reaches back to a 1976 Louisiana 

Court of Appeals decision to support its argument that the express exemption for segregation of 

bathrooms in public accommodations also applies in the employment setting. App. Brief at 23. 

The Louisiana court said that it is reasonable to discriminate based on sex when it is the "civilized 

custom and practice, at least in this nation, of having separate restroom in public places for men 

and women." Bonomo V. Louisiana Downs. ~., 387 So. 2d 553,557 (La. CtApp. 1976). 

First, American case law is full of references to it being reasonable, civil and customary to 

segregate bathrooms, and other facilities based on race. The law has evolved with the changing 

society and it is no longer reasonable, civil or customary to segregate by race. Second, Goins 

does not challenge the proposition that public places and employers may designate bathrooms by 

sex. In neither setting however, may there be discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. 

West misrepresents or misinterprets the Court of Appeals holding when it states that the 

court "held that segregation of bathrooms violates the general prohibition on sexual orientation 

discrimination where a person's biological sex and purported "self image" are inconsistent." App. 
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Brief at 23. The court acknowledges the fact that Goins does not challenge employers 

designating bathrooms by sex and holds that employers may not discriminate on the basis of 

sexual orientation for bathroom use as there is no exemption relating to sexual orientation and 

bathroom use. Accordingly, the holding at least implicitly, ifnot explicitly, acknowledges that the 

two provisions co-exist without conflict. As West finally acknowledges as well, the two 

provisions West once argued to be in conflict, are not. App. Brief at 24. 

The MHRA should be liberally construed for the accomplishment of its purposes. Minn. 

Stat. Section 363.11 (1996). One of the purposes of the MHRA is to protect Minnesotans from 

discrimination in the employment setting. Another is to protect the same group in public 

accommodations. 

West creatively argues that the Court can give effect to both provisions ofthe statute, and 

presumably find that Goins and other transgendered employees must be defined or categorized by 

anatomy, ifit distinguishes between "sex" and "gender." West suggests that this Court define sex 

by anatomical qualities and gender by behavior, feelings and thoughts. West is asking the Court 

to do what it may not do under the basic rules of statutory interpretation. It is asking the Court to 

create new definitions that will, in effect, change the clear language and the intended purpose of 

the statute. Moreover, West ignores the fact that Minnesota courts have, for many years, used 

the terms "gender" and "sex" interchangeably, particularly in cases brought under the MHRA. 

See e.g., Curnmin~s. The Court may not make law where it does not exist and it may not disturb 

the clear intent of the statute. 

West then reverts back to the argument that the provisions might be in conflict to some 

extent. West argues that, if they are in conflict, the Legislature could not have intended the 
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addition of the sexual orientation provisions to result in the elimination of the "express right" to 

maintain separate bathrooms and locker rooms and to "suddenly enjoin" employers from 

designating bathrooms by sex. App. Briefat 25. Nothing in the law enjoins employers from 

designating bathrooms by sex and nothing gives them the right to do so. 

This Court may also look to the Legislative history of the MHRA in making its 

determination as to intent. Cunnnin~s at 422. The MHRA has been amended many times since it 

first became a law and neither the original language nor any amendment provides for legal 

discrimination in the work place with regard to bathroom facilities based on sex or sexual 

orientation. Where and when the legislature has seen fit to include exemptions based on sex or 

sexual orientation it has done so. When sexual orientation was added as a protected group in 

1993, no exemption was made with respect to bathroom use. There is, however an exemption 

with respect to qualifications based on sexual orientation relating to youth serving organizations. 

Minn. Stat. Section 363.02, subd. 4. In 1996 another exemption relating to sex and membership 

on athletic teams, programs or events was added. Minn. Stat. Section 363.02, subd. 4. Though 

the Legislature has had 45 years to amend the statutes to specifically include an exemption in the 

employment section of the MHRA to allow discrimination on the basis of sex in bathroom 

facilities by employers and over 7 years to create such an exemption as to sexual orientation, the 

Legislature has not done so. Clearly, the legislative intent is now and has always been to exempt 

only some discriminatory conduct in certain situations and the court may not supply what the 

legislature omitted. 

IV. A Workable Standard Is Set Forth By the MHRA and By the Court of Appeals. 

The district court held that employers should not be put into the position of determining 
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the good faith of a person's gender identity and that it does not appear to be a practical or 

workable standard. The district court finds it to be more workable to force employees into 

categories of male or female by making determinations about biological sex. West admits that 

biological sex is not relevant but that under the Court of Appeals decision in this case, employers 

will have to make decisions about whether an employee is being genuine about his or her self

image/identity. West argues that the Court of Appeals decision does not provide guidance on 

this point. Having said that, West then reverts back to saying that "reliance on biological sex" is, 

for purposes of bathroom use, a reasonable standard intended by the Legislature. At the same 

time that it is saying that biology doesn't matter, it invites employers to determine the same. West 

does not offer any suggestion as to how an employer would do this. 

The district court and West conclude that defining a person's gender identity is too 

complex and subjective a task for an employer. An employer is certainly not qualified to make the 

complex, subjective and invasive determinations that may be necessary to determine an 

employee's biological sex. Employers who purpose to not want to be placed in the position of 

having to ''navigate through the subjective morass of determining the sincerity of their employees' 

projected self-image," should likewise not want to plunge into the subjective morass of 

determining which employees it should scrutinize, much less delve into the private domain of an 

employees genitalia or birth records. 

Clearly the definition of sexual orientation provides the only workable standard and the 

intent of the Legislature. This is , neither courts ~or employers should make determination as to a 

person's sexual identity or biological sex. There are countless complexities and variable involved 

with making gender and sex determination whether medically, socially, psychologically or legally. 
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Likewise, there are countless variables that come into play when one person begins to make 

judgments as to femininity or masculinity of any other person. As the MHRA acknowledges, a 

person' s projected self identification and self-image are the only truly reliable sources for this 

information. 3 

West is concerned that the Court of Appeals decision and the clear language of the law 

would force an employer to respect whimsical assertions of employees. The fear is that employees 

who claim to be male one day and female the next will be entitled to use the bathroom 

corresponding to the "sexual identity of the day." West also fears that cross dressers must be 

allowed to use the bathroom of their choosing on any given day. The definition of sexual 

orientation provides the "safeguard" that West seems to be seeking. The definition provides that 

one must "project" or be perceived to project a self-image or identity inconsistent with anatomy. 

As such, a person who from time to time dresses in the traditional attire of the sex opposite her 

self-image is not projecting a self-image of that opposite sex. A woman simply dressing as a man 

from time to time is a woman dressing as a man. Her self-image and identity do not change with 

her attire. 

Note further that the MHRA protects from discrimination those individuals who are 

perceived to have a self-image inconsistent with anatomy . That is, a person who has small or no 

outwardly distinguishable breasts, a clitoris, a vagina, a uterus and ovaries who also happens to 

have facial hair, large muscle mass, a gender neutral name and wears men's jeans and work shirts 

to the workplace may well be questioned about her biological sex because in the eyes of some, she 

3 The district court was concerned that if employers are forced to rely upon a person's self-identity as to gender, they 
will be helpless to protect employees from inappropriate use. Employers protect employees from inappropriate use 
through the implementation and enforcement of policies prohibiting all forms of discrimination and harassment. 
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will not appear to be a woman. This employee, like Goins, will maintain that she is a woman. 

This employee, like Goins, would have the right to be free from inquiry and scrutiny about her 

biological sex and her self-image. The employer would not have and should not have any right or 

obligation to decide the sexual identity or the biological sex of that employee .. 

Further, nothing in the MHRA or any other state or federal law gives an employee a right 

to be free from sharing bathroom facilities with persons of the opposite sex, intersexed or 

transgendered. In Cruzan v. Special School District No. 1, the Minnesota Department of Human 

Rights found that an employee asserting that use of the women's bathroom by a person who is or 

is perceived to be transgender is not the victim of sex discrimination or sexual harassment. Cruzan 

v. Special School District No. 1, MN Dept. Of Human Rights, File No. 31706. 

Employers may monitor and regulate the conduct of its employees based on the 

prohibitions and guidelines for conduct set forth in state and federal human and civil rights laws. 

An employer may not however, monitor and regulate the conduct of an employee because of who 

that person is or who the employer perceives them to be. 

The district court p,rred in its application of the law. The Court of Appeals was correct in 

reversing the decision of that court and its decision must be affirmed. 

v. The Court of Appeals Correctly Held That A Material Question of Fact Is At Issue For 

Hostile Environment Discrimination 

The Court of Appeals reversed the district court's finding that Goins' hostile environment 

claims is indistinguishable from her MHRA discrimination claim and should be dismissed for the 

same reasons. W21-23, A13. The Court of Appeals held that the district court's misapplication 

of Minnesota law as to sexual orientation discrimination affected its determination as to the claim 
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ofhostile environment. Goins alleged several facts to support her claim but the district court 

failed to consider, as the Court of Appeals did, not only does the discriminatory policy create a 

hostile environment but that several other facts of this case support the hostile environment claim. 

Goins alleged sexual orientation hostile environment discrimination pursuant to the 

MHRA. Under the Act, "it is unfair employment practice for an employer "because of*** sex, 

* * * sexual orientation * * * to discriminate against a person with respect to hiring, tenure, * * * 

conditions, facilities or privileges of employment." Minn. Stat Section 363.03, subd. 1(2). 

Minnesota Courts have interpreted the term "discriminate" to include harassment. See, e.g. 

En~ele v. Independent School Dist. No 41, 846 F. Supp. 760 (D. Minn. 1994) (racial 

harassment). The courts look to the MHRA definition of sexual harassment and interpretive case 

law to define the elements of a harassment case. 

As the Court of Appeals correctly held, Goins establishes her case of hostile environment 

by showing that (1) she belonged to a protected group; (2) that she was subjected to harassment 

which had the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with the terms, conditions or 

privileges of employment (3) West knew or should have known of the harassment in question and 

failed to take timely and appropriate action. Wi11iams v. Metropolitan Waste Control Comro., 781 

F.Supp. 1424, 1426 (D. Minn. 1992), citing, Minneapolis Police Dept. v. Minneapolis Co mm. On 

Civil Ri~ts, 402 N.W.2d 125, 131 (Minn. Ct. App. 1987), affd, 425 N.W.2d 235 (Minn. 1988). 

There is no dispute that Goins is transgender and a member of a protected class. 

Goins was subjected to a variety ofharas~ing, invasive and intimidating conduct during the 

three months she worked at West Eagan. Goins became the subject of office rumor and gossip 

even before she made the transfer to Eagan because she is or was perceived to be transgender. 
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Goins' co-workers questioned her gender identity or transgender status among themselves to the 

point that the department director's assistant brought it to his attention as a matter of concern. 

Word spread throughout the department that Goins would be spoken to about which bathroom 

she would use before she even got to the work place. 

Within an hour of her arrival in the work place, the director of human resources directed 

her to use only the unisex bathrooms. Though she repeatedly asserted that the directive violated 

her rights, no report was taken and no investigation was completed to determine if, in fact, her 

rights were in jeopardy. 

Goins felt humiliated, degraded, devalued and as though her credibility was in question. 

Goins' co-workers immediately began questioning her being transgendered. She felt her privacy 

had been invaded and her sexual orientation was no longer a "none issue" as it had been at West's 

Rochester facility. Goins felt the stares and glares of her co-workers as she walked among them. 

Goins did not feel welcome in the work place. She was being scrutinized in a manner that no 

other employee was being scrutinized. By early December she was crying and leaving the work 

place due to the stress of the environment. A28-29. 

Goins, still trying to have her rights acknowledged in the company went outside of the 

Eagan facility and reported the harassment and discriminatory treatment to the human resource 

department in Rochester. While Becker expressed sympathy for Goins' situation, she ultimately 

directed Goins back to human resources in Eagan. She was specifically directed to speak with 

Moran, a human resource manager who had been_ a part of the decision making process leading to 

discriminatory treatment in the first place. 

From the day she started working in the West Eagan facility Goins was the subject of 
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scrutiny, gossip, rumor, stares, glares and restrictions because of her sexual orientation. Everyone 

knew that she was forbidden from the bathrooms near her workstation. She worked under the 

threat of corrective action being taken against her if she failed to abide by the discriminatory 

policy. 

West does not dispute that co-workers talked about Goins being transgendered or that co

workers and managers monitored her bathroom use and does not dispute that Goins was the 

subject of stares and glares. West only again asserts that its directive restricting Goins use of 

bathrooms was legitimate and therefore the complaints of others and West's handling of those 

complaints should not be evidence of hostile environment. West minimizes that other hostility 

Goins was subjected to in the workplace. The law requires, however, that all of the evidence 

must be taken together to make a determination as to whether the work environment is one that a 

reasonable person would find hostile or abusive. Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Servs. Inc., 523 

V.S. 75, 81 (1998). Goins has sufficiently demonstrated that she was SUbjected to an environment 

that was hostile to her because of her sexual orientation. 

West knew or should have known about thf" harassment and failed to take timely or 

appropriate action. Goins reported all forms of harassment and discrimination to which she was 

subjected to Elstad, Joseph, Freeman and/or Becker. Joseph knew that people in his department 

were talking about Goins being transgender even before she came to work in Eagan. He took no 

action to educate those he supervised because he believed it was a minor issue that would go 

away ifhe didn't give it further attention. When-90ins reported to Elstad he told her that she had 

matters and rights that were of her own concern and directed her to focus on her work. Freeman 

continued to impose a discriminatory policy and thereby continued to perpetrate the hostile 
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environment rather than conducting further inquiry. Neither Freeman nor Elstad took action to 

educate employees about the rights oftransgender people in the work place. Freeman thought 

that the concerns expressed by others about Goins using the women's bathroom were "feelings" 

that could not be changed. 

Despite her persistence in making reports about the hostile environment and the effect it 

was having on her ability to continue to work, her reports were not taken seriously or responded 

to appropriately. Goins could no longer tolerate the hostile environment and she was forced to 

resign her position. 

A constructive discharge occurs when an employee resigns in order to escape intolerable 

working conditions caused by illegal discrimination. Continental Can Co" Inc. v. State, 297 

N.W.2d 241 , 251 (Minn. 1980), citing Danz v. Jones, 263 N.W.2d 395,402 n.4 (Minn. 1978). 

Joseph admits that, had it not been for the treatment she received while at West Eagan, Goins 

would not have sought other employment. He was sympathetic to her situation and felt bad that 

she had left the company because of her bad experience with them and he felt no one should have 

to tolerate what Goins tolerated. Goins was so affected by the harassment and intimidation she 

forfeited a raise and promotion to seek employment in a nondiscriminating environment and 

resigned her position. In her resignation letter, Goins stated that though it was difficult to leave 

the financial stability and the career opportunities offered by West, she had to resign to seek 

"sanctity as well as relief from undue stress and hostility." 

Goins has presented evidence to support~er prima facie case of hostile environment 

sexual orientation discrimination. 

The district court erred by finding the discriminatory policy to be reasonable and not 
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objectively hostile on the basis of sexual orientation and failed to take all of the circumstances 

together to determine whether the environment was hostile to Goins. The Court of Appeals 

correctly held that, at least, a genuine issue of material fact exists as to Goins claim of hostile 

environment and its decision must be affirmed. 

Conclusion 

The Court of Appeals properly found, based on the undisputed facts, that Goins presented 

direct evidence of sexual orientation discrimination under the MHRA. The district court and 

West present illogical and unreasonable interpretations of the MHRA that violate basic statutory 

construction. The standard set forth by the MHRA and by the Court of Appeals is reasonable and 

workable for Minnesota employers and employees. Goins has stated claims of discrimination 

based on sexual orientation and hostile environment sexual orientation discrimination under the 

MHRA. For all of the above-stated reasons, Goins respectfully requests that this Court affirm the 

decision of the Court of Appeals as to all issues. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: April 2, 2001 

Joni M. Thome, #232087 

650 Traffic Zone Building 
250 Third Avenue North 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401 
Tel. 612-343-8848 

ATTORt"'ffiY FOR RESPONDENT 
JULIENNE GOINS 
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